
Three unique offers, three months free

Toast Now: Digital Ordering + E-Gift Cards

Toast Now: Digital Ordering

Toast Now: E-Gift Cards

Standard payment processing rates apply

Restaurants need to adapt

With COVID-19 we are seeing a massive and

devastating impact on the restaurant

community. Consumer behavior is shifting

rapidly towards digital channels due to local

mandates to eliminate dining on-premise.

Restaurants need to adapt quickly to meet this

changing demand and serve their communities.

Any restaurant looking to drive sales

Toast Now is a solution for all restaurants,

regardless of whether they use Toast POS. It

allows you to quickly implement digital ordering

channels to keep revenue coming in and

communities fed during this unprecedented time.

No commissions

No upfront costs

No Toast POS or hardware purchase required

No onsite installation required

On demand digital channels
to help your business adapt

Toast Now   gives you the ability to quickly

and easily setup digital channels, like

online ordering, so that you can keep your

communities fed and revenue coming in.

What is Toast Now?

Why Toast Now?

Who is Toast Now for?

What can Toast Now do for me?

Toast Now: Digital Ordering

Toast Now: E-Gift Cards

Online Ordering

Let guests easily order directly from

you to drive much needed online

revenue during these difficult times,

commission-free.

Toast TakeOut App

Access thousands of potential new

guests and give regulars easy re-

ordering at their fingertips with our

mobile ordering app, commission-free.

Contactless Delivery Functionality

Allow your guests to select how they

want their food delivered with

Contactless Delivery: stress-free and

commission-free.

E-Gift Cards

Drive critical short-term cash flow with

E-Gift Cards that are easy to sell & use.

All you need is a WiFi connected device

with access to a web browser!

What do I need for Toast Now?

TM

GET STARTED TODAY!  pos.toasttab.com/toastnow

TM

 Terms & conditions apply.  Please visit https://pos.toasttab.com/terms-of-service/toast-now for details.

 Card-Not-Present payment processing fees apply when you make a sale: 3.5%+$0.15 for Visa, Mastercard, Discover and 3.89%+$0.15 for AmEx. We have incorporated in-

person processing fees in our Toast Now contract to allow for flexibility of purchasing hardware in the future. These rates do not apply for Online Ordering and Toast Take

Out. If you only purchase E-Gift Cards, payments are processed through a third-party at a standard rate of 2.9%+$0.30. Contact us for details.
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